
Cooler Master Launches MasterFan Halo² with 

Improved Performance and Aesthetics 

Breathing new life into a fan favorite 

 

Announced during CES in Las Vegas, USA, the MasterFan Halo² is now available to light set-ups 

around the globe. 

Los Angeles, March 2023 – Cooler Master has launched the MasterFan Halo², the new version of its 

popular MasterFan Halo series. The new Dual Loop LED Case Fans feature a 10% increase in fan 

blade size for improved airflow and cooling performance, while the hybrid frame structure ensures 

stability without compromising operational estate. The upgraded driver IC also enhances cooling 

performance while minimizing fan noise, with RPM speeds of up to 2050 RPM. 

"The MasterFan Halo² Series builds on the success of its predecessor and delivers even better 

performance and aesthetics,” said Jimmy Sha, CEO of Cooler Master. “We know how important it is 

for gamers and PC enthusiasts to have reliable, high-performing cooling solutions, and the 

MasterFan Halo² delivers on that promise with its enhanced design and features." 

The MasterFan Halo² comes with Addressable RGB control, allowing for customization of every LED 

to fit any design needs. It will be available in 120mm and 140mm sizes, as well as black and white 

colorways. The MF120 Halo² will be available for $24,99 and MF140 Halo² will be available for 

$29,99. 

For more information, visit https://www.coolermaster.com 

About Cooler Master: 

Established in 1992, Cooler Master is a performance PC component and peripherals brand with a 

track record for advancing the industry. From the world’s first aluminum PC case to our pioneering 

https://www.coolermaster.com/catalog/coolers/?filter=8812/#!/Series=MasterFan/Cooler%20Type=Case%20Fan


thermal technologies, Cooler Master is committed to breaking technological boundaries and 

challenging the status quo. Our focus is to create a community for individuals who dare to stand out 

and embrace their inventive identity. Whether new builders use a PC as medium for self-expression, 

or hardcore gamers set up their battle stations to pay homage to their favorite character, we revel in 

being Wired Different. We are a brand aiming to go above and beyond by creating cool products for 

awesome people to build in their own way. More information is available at www.coolermaster.com 

and join us on Instagram, Twitter, Discord and Facebook. 
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